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A: The output of import and save will be concatenated, so you don't need cat to get that output. Moreover,
usually it is more convenient to use notepad++ or some other text editor than directly calling cat: You can

do that with sed -nr's#^([0-9]*[.]).*$#\1#p' sed -nr's#^([0-9]*[.]).*$#\1#p' Effects of continuous
centrifugation on host-fungus interactions. The effects of space flight, that is, continuous centrifugation, on

the host-fungus interactions between Escherichia coli and Trichophyton rubrum were examined in this
study. Growth tests were conducted on bacteria incubated for 20 days in a space shuttle payload, conditions
under which the gravity and orbital environment remained approximately unchanged, and in space shuttle

test article units (STAs), conditions under which the only environmental factor in orbit was the artificial
gravitational force provided by shuttle operation. In many instances, the bacterial growth rates did not differ

significantly from those on the ground in response to space flight. However, the results also revealed that
continuous centrifugation inhibits the growth of certain bacterial species, such as E. coli and Salmonella
typhimurium, but not the growth of other species, such as Trichophyton rubrum. Specifically, the study

demonstrated that the logarithmic growth of T. rubrum increased when the cultures were centrifuged at 1.0
G, but this growth was inhibited when centrifugation was performed at 2.5 G or greater. The results also
showed that the inhibition of T. rubrum growth was not reversible. The inhibition of T. rubrum growth in

response to increased gravitational force was seen during all phases of the experiment,
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